Uniting grassroots leaders, activists, &
elected officials to build empathy for
those impacted by the criminal
justice system.

An initiative powered by The Dream Corps

On the Second Annual, National Day of Empathy, Americans impacted by the criminal justice system nationwide met with
lawmakers
to
share
their
stories
and
experiences
about
their
incarceration.
In order to reform our criminal justice system, we must first put faces to the statistics and create empathy in our lawmakers
to reduce the prison population.
During our Second Annual National Day of Empathy, #cut50 partnered with over 100 grassroots organizations, members of
our Empathy Network, to hold 35 on the ground events in cities across the country, in 25 states. 15 of these events focused
on Dignity for Incarcerated Women, and were planned and carried out by women who have been personally impacted by
the justice system. Over 1500 people who have been incarcerated or had a loved one incarcerated, crime survivors, and
criminal justice advocates participated in this day of action, making a strong case to legislators about the need for criminal
justice reform.

THE DEVELOPMENT OF
A NATIONAL EMPATHY NETWORK
On March 6th 2018, #cut50 organized one of the largest days of action in US
history for criminal justice reform.

We built and coordinated a national Empathy Network of partners in all 50 states.
These partner organizations acted as ambassadors of EMPATHY to promote criminal justice reform
at each local Day of Empathy event.

HOW WE DID IT

RESEARCH
We researched and
interviewed grassroots
organizations led by
impacted individuals
on-the-ground.

COORDINATION

MOBILIZATION

We supported partners
through the distribution of
funding, materials, webinar
training and toolkits, in
addition to, facilitating access
to robust media channels that
enabled communication on a
local and national scale.

Our national Day of Empathy
activated the Empathy
Network of advocates to
demand for criminal justice
reform through face-to-face
and interactions with
legislators, empowering
people to tell their stories
and share their experiences.

OUR PARTNERS
Alabama - Project Restart Reentry, Offender Alumni Association, Community Care
Development Network
Alaska - Haven House Juneau
Arizona - Reinventing Reentry, The Arizona ACLU, Arizona Justice Alliance, The
Zonta Club of Phoenix East Valley
Arkansas - Central Arkansas ReEntry Coalition (CARE Coalition), Phoenix House for
Women, Our House, Poor People’s Campaign in Little Rock, The Racial and Cultural
Diversity Commission of the City of Little Rock, F.E.L.O.N. (Formerly Incarcerated
Empowered Leaders Overcoming Negative Stigmas
California - Anti-Recidivism Coalition (ARC), The Young Women's Freedom Center,
ACLU, Californians for Safety & Justice, USC School of Law, Root & Rebound,
Western Center on Law and Poverty, Ella Baker Center, LA Chamber of Commerce,
National Institute for Criminal Justice Reform, Project Rebound, SFSU, Initiate
Justice, National Youth Law Center, and Human Rights Watch
Connecticut - Governor Dan Malloy and staff, The New Freedom Fighters: Women
Against Mass Incarceration, and supporting partners: Smart Justice - ACLU, and
UCONN Students Against Mass Incarceration
Florida - Operation New Hope, Florida Rights Restoration Coalition, Make The
Homeless Smile, Florida Council for Incarcerated and Formerly Incarcerated
Women and Girls

Georgia - Restore Her, We Are It, New Life Second Chance Outreach,
Boss Status Publishing, Reverse the Cycle of Incarceration, Save My
Edges, Feminist Women’s Health Center, SPARK Reproductive Justice
Now, The National Incarceration Association (NIA)
Hawaii - Hawaii Justice Coalition -- Americans For Democratic Action,
Amnesty International Hawai’i, Community Alliance on Prisons, Drug
Policy Forum of Hawai`i, Hawai`i Friends of Restorative Justice, Ka Lei
Maile Ali`i Hawaiian Civic Club, Life of the Land, Nat'l Assn of Mental
Illness Hawai'i, PHOCUSED ~Protecting Hawaii’s Ohana, Children,
Under-Served and Disabled, Progressive Democrats Hawai`i, First
L.A.P. (Life After Prison), First Unitarian Church of Honolulu, The
CHOW Project, Wesley United Methodist Church of Kahala, World
Can't Wait-Hawai`i, The Social Justice Council and Young Progressives
Demanding Action
Idaho - Idaho ACLU
Illinois - The Sister Survivor Network
Kansas - The Village Initiative, Kansas Apleseed
Kentucky - Shelton McElroy (Office for Safe & Healthy
Neighborhoods), Cities United, New Legacy, ACLU KY, New Roots,
Women’s Healing Place, Men’s Healing Place, Special Art Project

OUR PARTNERS
Louisiana - Promise of Justice Initiative (PJI), Operation Restoration and Vote
NOLA
Maine - Maine Inside Out
Maryland - Maryland Justice Project, Sistahs Growing Together, Stand Up
Baltimore, Reproductive Justice Inside, Life After Release, PIVOT, Diamond
Development, NARAL - Maryland, Out For Justice, Not Without Black Women and
Power Inside.
Massachusetts - MassINC. - The Massachusetts Criminal Justice Reform Coalition
Michigan - The Michigan Council on Crime and Delinquency (MCCD) and Nation
Outside.
Missouri - Let's Start Missouri
New Jersey - The New Jersey Institute for Social Justice
New York - #cut50, The Ladies of Hope Ministries, and The New York Initiative for
Children of Incarcerated Parents
Oregon - Dave’s Killer Bread Foundation

Tennessee - Project Return, #FedFam4Life, Free Hearts and The
Nashville Peacemakers
Texas - SMU Dedman School of Law’s Deason Criminal Justice Reform
Center, Girls Embracing Mothers (GEM), Faith in Texas - LIVE FREE
DFW, First Unitarian Church of Dallas, Women Organizing Women
Democrats - Dallas, Texas Criminal Justice Coalition
Utah - The Utah Prison Advocacy Network (UPAN), Utah Against
Police Brutality and Black Lives Matter Utah
Vermont - Vermonters for Criminal Justice
Virginia - Virginia Organizing
Wisconsin - ROC Wisconsin - Wisdom + Expo , JustLeadership USA
and The #CloseMSDF Coalition

THE IMPLEMENTATION OF
OUR TWO-TRACK SOLUTION
Using new voices,
media & tech tools
to tell the stories of
those impacted by
mass incarceration.

CULTURAL
CHANGE

Day of Empathy is a part of #cut50's
national campaign to end mass
incarceration in America.

Energizing our
Empathy Network
to change
laws & end
excessive prison
sentences.

POLICY
CHANGE

CULTIVATING CULTURAL CHANGE
Closing the empathy gap through storytelling and innovation.
Along with organizers, we encouraged affected members of the public
(formerly incarcerated people, , their families and friends, community
members, and crime survivors) to go to their state capitals and talk to elected
representatives about their personal experiences and the important changes
they would like to see in their state on the Day of Empathy.
Tech tools, and online webinar training, were used to further expose the new
narrative around the criminal justice, one of healing, hope, and redemption.
Advances in digital and social media, memes, and sites that promote user
generated content and idea advancement help to bridge the empathy gap
between incarcerated people, community members, and distant policymakers.
In combination, these tech tools created an empathy machine used to
humanize data and literally bring statistics to life.

ADVOCATING FOR POLICY SOLUTIONS
Throughout the nation, the Day of Empathy highlighted policies that:
Restore Dignity to Incarcerated Women
• Ban shackling and solitary confinement for incarcerated
pregnant women
• Prevent further traumatization of incarcerated survivors of
sexual assault by banning male guards in areas where women
may be undressed, and prevent male guards from conducting
pat downs and strip searches on incarcerated women
• Provide adequate, no cost feminine hygiene products,
monthly
Keep families together
• Reform pretrial detention for primary caregivers
• End debtors’ prisons
• Provide alternatives to incarceration
• Executive clemency for offenders who can be safely released

Keep families connected
• Preserve the integrity of physical visitation
• Provide support for families and children with incarcerated
family members
Protect our youth
• End the school-to-prison pipeline
• Raise the age for juvenile offenders
• End the practice of sending children to adult prisons
Provide pathways to opportunity
• Educate incarcerated individuals
• Treat addiction & support recovery
• Ban employment practices & policies that deny crucial second
chances and encourage employers to hire formerly incarcerated
• Restore rights to people with a criminal convictions
• Reduce collateral consequences of incarceration for reentering
individuals
• Help crime victims and survivors heal
• Prevent new crimes from occurring to keep communities safe

The Dignity Campaign, led by Topeka Sam and women across the country, who have lived in
prisons and know the conditions firsthand, is empowering women to share their stories and
working with state legislators to change laws in 20 states by 2020.

The Still Not Free Campaign, led by Michael Mendoza, aims to remove the collateral consequences of
incarceration, specifically, to close the revolving doors of prisons, end the egregious abuse of technical
parole and probation violations, and significantly reduce the prison population.

2018 DAY OF EMPATHY HIGHLIGHTS
Nationwide, the Day of Empathy reached:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

20,000,000+ impressions on social media for the hashtag #DayOfEmpathy, #Dignity and #StillNotFree
Thousands of participants at events in 35 cities and 25 states and thousands more participated virtually
500+ face-to-face meetings with lawmakers
100 primarily grassroots partner organizations, led by formerly incarcerated individuals
10+ bipartisan bills supporting Dignity for Incarcerated Women
The Governor of Connecticut introducing a new bill to restore DIGNITY to incarcerated women and girls
US Senators, supporting the Federal Dignity for Incarcerated Women Act
Working with the DOC in several states to improve prison conditions for incarcerated women
Introduction of novel legislation to reduce collateral consequences of incarceration for those who have
served their time and deserve a fair second chance

ALABAMA
In Alabama, #cut50 partnered with Project Restart Reentry, along with supporting partners: Offender Alumni
Association and Community Care Development Network. A group of formerly incarcerated sisters and family
members affected by mass incarceration gathered at the Capitol in Montgomery, Alabama, gave letters to and
spoke with several legislators about their personal experiences with the system. Mass incarceration continues to
be a problem in Alabama, but, electeds see the need for change, and bills are actively being introduced in this
session. Representative Hollis, was so moved by the event, she expressed that she would push to get a Dignity
bill started in Alabama. We are working with her to get this off the ground!

ALASKA
In Alaska, #cut50 partnered with Haven House Juneau. A large contingent of formerly incarcerated people
gathered at the Capitol in solidarity, to support Dignity for Incarcerated Women and Girls. They spoke with
legislators and shared their experiences to raise awareness and spurn action in the Alaska legislature on the
issues of fair and adequate treatment and support for incarcerated women.

WATCH ALASKA’s Facebook Live: https://www.facebook.com/ChristinaE.Love/videos/10156265249682272/

ARIZONA
In Arizona, #cut50 is partnered with Reinventing Reentry, along with supporting partners: The Arizona ACLU, Arizona Justice
Alliance and The Zonta Club of Phoenix East Valley. #cut50 joined more than 50 formerly incarcerated women and advocates for
a press conference to speak in support of HB 2222: The Dignity Act Arizona, the federal Dignity For Incarcerated Women Act, and
the issues that face incarcerated and formerly incarcerated women in Arizona and across our country.
Participants delivered to all legislators at the Capitol building, pillows made of sanitary pads, pinned with the story of their now
symbolic importance to Reinventing Reentry founder, Sue Ellen Allen. Sue Ellen gifted with a pillow made of pads by women in her
cell block when she was denied a pillow by the prison, even though it was ordered by her doctors, while she was recovering from
mastectomy surgery.

ARKANSAS
In Hot Spring, Arkansas, #cut50 Partnered with F.E.L.O.N. (Formerly Incarcerated Empowered Leaders
Overcoming Negative Stigmas. Founder, Ruby Welch was joined by 45 formerly incarcerated women and family
members at the Hot Springs City Hall, where they spoke about the need to improve prison and jail conditions for
incarcerated women.

ARKANSAS
In Little Rock, Arkansas, #cut50 partnered with the Central Arkansas Re-Entry Coalition (CARE), Phoenix House for
Women, Our House, Poor People’s Campaign in Little Rock, and the Racial and Cultural Diversity Commission of the City
of Little Rock. The National Day of Empathy, provided the opportunity to put a face to the issue and impact of mass
incarceration in Arkansas. More than 150 participants, largely a representation of women returning from incarceration,
housed in transitional facilities, shared their stories of overcoming barriers and successes in their journey to
sustainability. Speakers from the faith based community shared prayers of encouragement and commitments to provide
additional services, and Anika Whitfield, Chairman of the Poor People’s Campaign in Little Rock shared a presentation.
Commitments were made to join their efforts to continue the conversations associated with mass incarceration and the
need to provide Dignity to women in Arkansas’ prison facilities. Participants met with members of the joint Judiciary
Committee, sharing compelling and impactful stories of their personal experiences.

CALIFORNIA
In California, #cut50 partnered with the Anti-Recidivism Coalition (ARC) to lead an event at the state capitol in Sacramento, along with,
supporting partners: The Young Women's Freedom Center, ACLU, Californians for Safety & Justice, USC School of Law, Root & Rebound,
Western Center on Law and Poverty, Ella Baker Center, LA Chamber of Commerce, National Institute for Criminal Justice Reform,
Project Rebound, SFSU, Initiate Justice, National Youth Law Center, and Human Rights Watch.
On the Day of Empathy, , 50 individuals impacted by the system and advocates for criminal justice reform, gathered at the capitol for a
press conference, where among others, guests Kevin DeLeon Senate President pro Tempore and actor Kendrick Sampson spoke, and
attended a hearing on AB 1940 - Community Reintegration Credits and to support AB 2550 - The California Dignity Bill which seeks to
keep male guard out of areas where women are in a state of undress, and prohibit male guards from conducting pat down searches on
incarcerated women. Dozens of participants stood up to speak in the hearing to voice their support for AB 1940, and the bill successfully
passed through the Assembly Public Safety Committee! Following the hearing groups of Day of Empathy participants met with 30
legislators to share their personal stories and experiences in the California criminal justice system, and advocate for reform.

CONNECTICUT
In Connecticut, #cut50 partnered with The New Freedom Fighters: Women Against Mass Incarceration, and
supporting partners: Smart Justice, the ACLU, and UCONN Students Against Mass Incarceration.
Connecticut Governor Malloy held a press conference at a women’s halfway house in Hartford, CT in support of
Senate Bill 13 an act concerning Fair treatment of Incarcerated women. 50 participants attended the press
conference to support SB13 and following, went to the Legislative Office Building to promote the Day of Empathy
day and speak to representatives concerning SB13, and Dignity for Incarcerated Women.

FLORIDA
In Miami, #cut50 partnered with Valencia Gunder and Make The Homeless Smile. More than 20 women gathered to share
stories of their incarceration and post incarceration experience, and conducted an exercise called "Pour In", where they
uplifted each other through affirmations. They also began the process of identifying legislation and budgeting opportunities
that will assist with getting fair rights for formerly incarcerated people in Florida. The group committed themselves to seeking
out ways to create to wrap around services for formerly incarcerated women and legal services for currently incarcerated
women.

FLORIDA
In Tallahassee, Florida, #cut50 partnered with the Florida Council for Incarcerated and Formerly Incarcerated Women and Girls. The
Florida Council is an organization working to end all forms of incarceration that claim the lives of women and girls.
TFC and partners met at the state capitol and began training on the power of advocacy and organizing, and participants hosted a press
conference in front of the capitol building. Following a lunch, they convened in the Gallery within the Capitol where you can view the
chambers, and be seen by Florida State Representatives in session and rallied with signs. Groups then broke off to talk to aides and
representatives about supporting the Dignity For Incarcerated Women Campaign.

FLORIDA
In Jacksonville, Florida, #cut50 partnered with Operation New Hope, and their supporting organization, The Florida Rights
Restoration Coalition (FRRC). Operation New Hope works to build a stronger community by creating opportunities to realize
second chances and reduce recidivism.
In support and recognition National Day of Empathy, Operation New Hope celebrated the power of the storytelling by
capturing and digitally sharing the testimony of recently incarcerated citizens, and citizens who fight for criminal justice
reform and reentry reform throughout the City of Jacksonville and the State of Florida. The videos captured the necessity of
effective reentry programs that stabilize recently released with occupational skills, employment opportunities, shelter with
safe housing, reunify with families, and offers a second chance at a quality life and restores hope in communities. Following
these testimonials, Operation New Hope will hosted a Facebook live event with Devin Coleman from Florida Rights
Restoration Coalition.

GEORGIA
In Georgia, #cut50 partnered with RESTORE HER, founded by Pamela Winn, We Are It, New Life Second Chance Outreach, Boss Status
Publishing, Reverse the Cycle of Incarceration, Save My Edges, Feminist Women’s Health Center, SPARK Reproductive Justice Now, The
National Incarceration Association (NIA), Sharon Turner, Eloise Edmonds and Tyjah Khan. RESTORE HER! is a national nonprofit
organization led by directly impacted folks, they fight to restore dignity to directly impacted women, formerly and currently incarcerated,
and dealing with post-incarceration trauma, in Georgia, and across the country.
25 people gathered at the Capitol building in Atlanta, where participants passed out flyers, marched with DIGNITY posters, and met with
legislators David Dreyer and Kurtis Fulmer to express support of HB 857, The Dignity for Incarcerated Women Act in Georgia and in
support of the Federal Dignity for Incarcerated Women Act, as well as to educate people on voting, the campaign to turn GA blue, and
create best practices for trans people. Participants spoke of their individual personal experiences of incarceration and were inspired by
the revelations of formerly incarcerated women being fearful to speak out on issues and even afraid to vote.

HAWAII
In Hawaii, #cut50 partnered with Hawaii Justice Coalition, (Americans For Democratic Action, Amnesty International Hawai’i,
Community Alliance on Prisons, Drug Policy Forum of Hawai`i, Hawai`i Friends of Restorative Justice, Ka Lei Maile Ali`i Hawaiian Civic
Club, Life of the Land, Nat'l Assn of Mental Illness Hawai'i, PHOCUSED ~Protecting Hawaii’s Ohana, Children, Under-Served and
Disabled, Progressive Democrats Hawai`i, First L.A.P. (Life After Prison), First Unitarian Church of Honolulu, The CHOW Project, Wesley
United Methodist Church of Kahala, World Can't Wait-Hawai`i, The Social Justice Council and Young Progressives Demanding Action).
45 people, primarily individuals who have been directly impacted by the criminal justice system, gathered at the capitol along with
legislators for a rally and spoke about helping bring greater understanding of what needs to change in our criminal (in)justice system in
Hawaii. Following the rally, participants entered the Capitol building and held meetings with several legislators about the reforms they
believe are needed and continued discussion about a new prison complex that has been approved for construction on Oahu.

ILLINOIS
In Illinois, #cut50 partnered with the Sister Survivor Network.
30 women and girls between the ages of 16 and 60 who have experienced racially gendered police violence gathered for the
Day of Empathy. Women shared stories, works of art, healing practices and a meal. Young women had an opportunity to lead
the group through a guided radical re/imagination of a world without bars, a world with more empathy and more opportunity.
Bella Bahhs led a writing workshop and participants wrote and mailed letters to incarcerated community members.
“It was really impactful to have directly impacted women imagine and try to articulate what empathy and self-celebration
looks like for them, for us.” Bella Bahhs

KANSAS
In Kansas, #cut50 partnered with the Village Initiative. The Village Initiative is committed to helping “Returning Citizens” and their
families rebuild their lives as they endeavor to reintegrate into society to become productive citizens. The Village Initiative further
commits, to proactively working to prevent the incarceration of At-Risk-Youth and non-violent offenders through intervention and
networking with other faith-based organizations, community leaders, business leaders, judicial authorities, state and local agencies,
mentors, and volunteers. With all stakeholders, jointly working together, The Village Initiative goals are attainable. On March 6th,
individuals from their community of reentering citizens went to the Capitol in Kansas City, and shared their stories and spoke about the
possibility of crafting a Dignity for Incarcerated Women bill in Kansas.

KENTUCKY
In Kentucky, #cut50 Partnered with Lead Organizer Shelton McElroy (Office for Safe & Healthy Neighborhoods), Cities
United, New Legacy, ACLU KY, New Roots, Women’s Healing Place, Men’s Healing Place, Special Art Project. 10 individuals
directly impacted by the justice system, and 20 additional supporters gathered at the capitol in Frankfort to meet with state
legislators and the governor's policy staff. The group also held a community meeting with high school students and discussed
their concerns around juvenile justice and issues related to learning. Numerous people who participated were awestruck by
the process of the legislative body.

LOUISIANA
In Louisiana, #cut50 partnered with Operation Restoration and Vote NOLA. ORand VOTE held a press conference inside the Capitol
Building in Baton Rouge. Following the press conference, the nearly 50 participants, met with legislators about women’s issues in prison,
and facilitated a panel on reentry issues women face, in support of the Dignity for Incarcerated Women campaign, and related state
legislation in Louisiana. Senate Bill 374: Dignity for Incarcerated Women Act Louisiana Legislation was developed by Syrita Steib-Martin
(Operation Restoration), Annie Freitas (PhD student at Tulane), and Judge Arthur Hunter, Criminal District Court Section K.
Representative Patricia Smith spoke in support of our legislation and has been an advocate for this kind of reform.
In addition, primary caretaker legislation is being introduced in Louisiana. This will allow community-based sentencing for primary
caretakers (mothers, fathers, grandparents, etc.), who receive convictions so that they are not separated from their families. This is
particularly important in New Orleans, where local activist Dominique Jones, whose father is serving a life sentence in prison.

LOUISIANA
In Louisiana, #cut50 also partnered with the Promise of Justice Initiative. PJI is a private, non-profit organization that
advocates for humane, fair, and equal treatment of individuals in the criminal justice system.
On The Day of Empathy, PJI hosted a film screening, with 40 people (including panelists), of the newly released feature
documentary film, The Penalty, which follows three people with extraordinary experiences of America’s modern death
penalty. The film screening was followed by a panel with the film’s director, Will Francome, and capital defense attorneys who
worked on the case of Louisiana death row exoneree Damon Thibodeaux, whose story is one of the three featured in the film.
Louisiana is pushing for the passage of two related bills this session, HB 162 and SB 51 both prospectively abolish the death
penalty in Louisiana effective in August 2018.

MAINE
In Maine, #cut50 partnered with Maine Inside Out (MIO). MIO is a non-profit founded with the intention of bringing creative workshops
into correctional facilities and sharing original work with the community as a force for social change.The organization is comprised largely
of justice-involved youth and seeks to empower these young people to create social change through storytelling in the medium of
performance art.
Participants and staff from MIO’s Lewiston community group visited the State House in Augusta, Maine to speak with State Senator
Nathan Libby. They spoke about the need to include more youth voices in community settings and forums to talk more about the systemic
factors that are heavily correlated with incarceration to develop social change. The conversation wrapped up with a commitment to
organizing a community forum with law enforcement, educators, and more MIO youth, in order to continue the conversation. This
opportunity will give youth a larger forum to speak about their experiences in the criminal justice system, and what needs to change.

MARYLAND
In Maryland, #cut50 partnered with the Maryland Justice Project and supporting organizations: Sistahs Growing Together, Stand
Up Baltimore, Reproductive Justice Inside, Life After Release, PIVOT, Diamond Development, NARAL - Maryland, Out For Justice,
Not Without Black Women and Power Inside .
On March 6th, an upwards of 50 formerly incarcerated women and advocates traveled to the Capitol in Annapolis, and held a
rally speaking to the bills related to Dignity for Incarcerated Women. Participants met with several legislators and their aides,
and in addition, dropped off fact sheets at every office in the house to edicate those they could not meet with about their stories
and the bills they are supporting. Since the Day of Empathy, two of the Dignity for Incarcerated Women bills, the Pregnancy
Policy Bill (HB 787 and SB 629), and the Menstrual Hygiene Bill (HB 797 and SB 598) have passed in both the House and Senate.
The Primary Caretaker and Women's Pre-Release Bills did not pass, but the Women's Pre-Release Bill opened up some very good
discussion, and partners are excited to re-introduce this legislation next year, with some changes.

MICHIGAN
In Michigan, #cut50 partnered with The Michigan Council on Crime and Delinquency (MCCD), and Nation Outside. More than
80 attendees and panelists gathered to discuss Raising the Age, Dignity for Incarcerated Women and Clean Slate legislation.
#cut50’s own, Shaka Senghor moderated the panel and gave the keynote speech talking about his own experience with
incarceration and building a life afterwards. It was an absolute honor to have them both present. Shaka Senghor's voice made
an incredible impact on our audience and attendees were thrilled to hear from such a reputable guest speaker and author.
Following the panel, participants went across the street to the capitol building where they held 35+ meetings with Michigan
State Legislators. In a couple of those meetings, legislators heard for the first time about issues like Raise the Age, and are
eager for more information on how they can support the legislation.

NEW JERSEY
In New Jersey, #cut50 partnered with the New Jersey Institute of Social Justice. 40+ educators attended their Day of
Empathy Symposium event which focused around storytelling and social justice, connecting educators to advocates, legislator
and artists discussing the school to prison pipeline, the problems with the Juvenile Justice system in NJ and introducing a new
report on Hayes Youth Prison. Speakers included Senator Cory Booker ’s in-state policy Director George Helmy, and
Seconator Booker sent a special video message about juvenile justice in New Jersey, and the importance of educator
engagement in breaking the school to prison pipeline. NJISJ requested that the educators incorporate storytelling strategies
and visual arts advocacy curriculums in their lesson plans.
After a long term effort from advocates, on Jan 8, 2018, former NJ Governor Christie announced that two youth prisons
(Jamesburg the largest boy's prison and Hayes the only girl's prison) will be closed. Two smaller rehabilitation centers will be
build in South and Central Jersey. NJISJ is pushing for a third youth rehabilitation facility to be located in in North Jersey.

NEW YORK
In New York City, the Day of Empathy was headed by Topeka Sam, #cut50’s Director of the Dignity Campaign, and founder of the Ladies of Hope
Ministries. Alongside a group of 25 formerly incarcerated women in New York City, Topeka led her group to City Hall where they spoke with local
elected officials and demand action in support of Dignity For Incarcerated Women in New York jails and prisons, as well as women supported by the
LOHM who are transitioning after being released from incarceration. At this Dignity focused event, women shared their stories with lawmakers and
staff in the interest of enhancing Empathy. After leaving city hall, Topeka spoke about #cut50, The National Day of Empathy, The Dignity For
Incarcerated Women Campaign, and The LOHM on her SIRIUS XM Radio program.
In Albany, New York, #cut50 is partnered with The New York Initiative for Children of Incarcerated Parents. On the Day of Empathy, a group of
advocates traveled to Albany to hold meetings with New York Electeds at the State Capitol. They also put out a public call to action asking for the
restoration of the visiting bus program (in existence from 1973-2011) that transported children, families, and friends to prisons at no cost to families
and friends. Other actions included: sharing your story about the importance of visitation on social media, and calling electeds and tweeting at
Governor Cuomo and Speaker Heastie to demand funding for these buses.

OREGON
In Oregon, #cut50 partnered with Dave’s Killer Bread Foundation. The group who traveled to Salem to speak with legislators
included foundation staff as well as employees from DKB who were formerly incarcerated. The group met with legislators and
discussed reentry, second chance hiring, and DKB’s annual "2nd Chance Summits", which #cut50 has been a partner in
conducting for the last 3 years in Jacksonville, San Francisco and Atlanta. The 2nd Chance Summit brings together employers,
formerly incarcerated people and criminal justice advocates, to talk about hiring formerly incarcerated individuals and the
various barriers to reentering the job force.

TENNESSEE
In Nashville, Tennessee, #cut50 is partnered with #FedFam4Life and Free Hearts. A group of 40 formerly incarcerated
women from Knoxville and Boston traveled to the capitol on the in Nashville to join other sisters, uplift the voices of the most
marginalized in Tennessee, and support the Dignity for Incarcerated Women campaign. They gathered on the steps of the
Capitol Building in then entered the capitol to engage representatives and then have a combined Q&A and discussion with the
women from Nashville Peacemakers about criminal justice reform and Dignity for Incarcerated Women.

TENNESSEE
In Tennessee, #cut50 also partnered with Nashville Peacekeepers. Nashville Peacekeepers is an organization that aims to give youth in
distressed neighborhoods the basic life skills and self-worth to choose peaceful alternatives to violence, and to support mothers whose
children have been victimized. They will be speaking on the Day of Empathy in support of the Dignity For Incarcerated Women Act.
Participants met at Cordell Hull at the Capitol Building, where formerly incarcerated women spoke and shared their stories with Elected
Officials and Senators. Before returning to the Nashville Peacekeepers facility for Q&A and further discussions.

TENNESSEE
In Tennessee, #cut50 also partnered with Project Return. Project Return staff and formerly incarcerated individuals who
went through PR’s reentry program, met with 10 state legislators to talk about reentry and criminal justice reform in
Tennessee. Elijah and Miranda (the participants), are now living really successful lives. They were able to share with the
legislators, their experiences in reentry and how they overcame difficulties to get to where they are today. Miranda is now on
staff as a Peer Mentor at Project Return. These appointments gave PR the opportunity to show legislators the need for both
criminal justice reform and more opportunities for success to break the cycle of incarceration.

TEXAS
In Texas, #cut50 was proud to partner with the SMU Dedman School of Law’s Deason Criminal Justice Reform Center, Girls Embracing
Mothers (GEMS) and supporting Partners Faith in Texas - LIVE FREE DFW, First Unitarian Church of Dallas, Women Organizing Women
Democrats - Dallas, Texas Criminal Justice Coalition. GEMS is an organization that works to empower girls in grades K-12 with mothers
in prison to break the cycle of incarceration and lead successful lives with vision and purpose.
#cut50 fellow, G.E.M.’s founder and Practitioner-in-Residence at Southern Methodist University’s Deason Family Criminal Justice
Reform Center, Brittany K. Barnett, held a private screening of the award-winning documentary IT'S CRIMINAL followed by a discussion
with formerly incarcerated women featured in the film. Afterwards, a reception and continued discussion around Dignity for Incarcerated
Women.

UTAH
In Utah, #cut50 is partnered with The Utah Prison Advocacy Network (UPAN), with supporting partners - Utah Against Police Brutality
and Black Lives Matter Utah. UPAN is a nonprofit and all-volunteer grassroots community outreach organization that aims to simplify the
incarceration process for the inmates’ supporters—while also advocating for better conditions inside Utah jails and prisons.
UPAN and other participants met on the capitol south steps where they featured several speakers, including formerly incarcerated
individuals, family members and legislators. Afterwards, participants met with state legislators and discussed criminal justice reforms in
Utah, including the issues of race disproportion & police brutality in the prison system/justice system.

VIRGINIA
In Virginia, #cut50 partnered with Virginia Organizing with focus on bringing attention to the
school-to-prison pipeline and re-entry services. VO is a is a non-partisan statewide grassroots organization
dedicated to challenging injustice by empowering people in local communities to address issues that affect
the quality of their lives.
20 people participated in a discussion on mass incarceration and the school to prison pipeline at the Trinity
Episcopal Church in Charlottesville. Speakers included youth with incarcerated parents, and some who are
now adults, discussing the impact of having incarcerated parents.

WISCONSIN
In Wisconsin, #cut50 partnered with ROC Wisconsin - WISDOM + EXPO. On March 6th, 45 members of WISDOM and EXPO, together
with allies in the #CloseMSDF campaign gathered on a cold, blustery Milwaukee morning to re-affirm their solidarity and to strengthen
the call to close the Milwaukee Secure Detention Facility (MSDF). MSDF is one of the most inhumane penal institutions in the country,
housing houses people who are on "revocation holds," sometimes for more than a year at a time. Very few of the people incarcerated
there have even been charged with a new crime. In downtown Milwaukee, it is a high rise building with no windows, no air conditioning, no
outdoor recreation, and no in-person family visits. The overcrowded facility (built for 400, now housing more than 1,000) has seen 17
inmate deaths since it opened in 2000. People displayed the names of the deceased and heard testimonials from former MSDF inmates
and the families of current inmates.
The Day of Empathy action furthered the campaign to create awareness of the presence and nature of MSDF. It also celebrated the
addition of two national partners (#Cut50 and JustLeadership USA) as members of the #CloseMSDF coalition. The event resulted in TV
coverage on 2 Milwaukee stations. Since the Day of Empathy, several elected officials, and the entire Milwaukeee County Bard, have
joined in the call to close MSDF.

KEY LEGISLATORS ENGAGED

Senator Cory Booker, NJ

Representative David Dreyer, GA

Governor Dannel Malloy, CT

Representative Craig Fitzhugh, TN

Senate President pro
Representative Athena Salman and the Democratic
Tempore Kevin De Leon, CA
Caucus, AZ

Representative Patricia Haynes Smith, LA

Senator Sara Kyle, TN

Senator Rodger
Smitherman, AL

NOTABLE MEDIA MENTIONS
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

CNN: The Powerful Movement For Incarcerated Women
Moneyish: How activists plan to cut the prison population in half — and make life better for female inmates
Fox 40: Movement Focuses on the Mistreatment of Incarcerated Women
AZ Central: Prison-reform activists give pillows made from pads, tampons to Arizona legislators
The Sentinel Record - Hot Springs, AK: Dignity for Incarcerated Women
CT Mirror: Changes sought in treatment of women behind bars
News4Jax, Jacksonville, FL: Operation New Hope: Ready4Work program
BR Proud - Death row exoneree to speak at Baton Rouge film screening
WILX10: Former Inmates call for Prison Reform in Downtown Lansing
Governor Malloy Announces Fair Treatment for Incarcerated Women Legislative Proposal

DAY OF EMPATHY ON TWITTER

DAY OF EMPATHY ON FACEBOOK

#DAYOFEMPATHY ON INSTAGRAM

DOWNLOADABLES

VIDEOS

Georgia

California

MIchigan

Florida

Louisiana

A SPECIAL THANK YOU...

A SPECIAL THANK YOU...

THANK YOU

